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Artist Statement:
Using strict conceptual processes, I make paintings that investigate the nature of mind as 
it relates to the search for knowledge and insight. In my paintings, fragments of information shift 
into and out of view. Veils of paint are pulled over each painting’s subject, obfuscating their 
history while creating a new surface for new layers. Like seismographs of thought, indiscernible 
scribbles gesture toward language while alluding to the impermanence of the blackboard as a site 
of learning. Trompe l’oeil marks reveal, obscure, and annotate visual information while 
enumerating the complexities in each layer. Though a rational process may be discerned, it is 
shrouded in, and abstracted by, the inundation of information. The substance of my work is 
buried within strata of stained, marked, and murky surfaces. Like a puzzle marred by missing 
pieces, intermittent moments of clarity imply questions of presence, absence, and origin. How 
are they connected? How was this made? And how does it work? In this way, my work is not 
simply about acquiring answers or asking questions; it is about finding comfort in the presence of 
mystery.
I devise procedures to manipulate and interrogate the mind as I investigate the content 
that exists in inarticulate and incommunicable realms. Each process is an algorithm built on 
reason and logic, grounded in theories of physics, cosmology, neurology, philosophy, and human 
behavior. I actively seek to inhabit the space where insight is born, where ideas exist before 
language, and where concepts can be freely explored without being burdened by proof. My 
search approaches the instantiation of abstraction as the time when insights are most complete, 
the moments before their content is stripped away by logic and language. Logic dismantles itself; 
I reorder perceptions and provide momentary glimpses into the unknown.
in·ar·tic·u·late (inärˈtikyələt/) knowledge, examines the logic of the book. How can it 
contain information, and how do we pursue knowledge through it? The works on canvas are created using 
a a rigid conceptual process. Each layer is a collaboration between material application and a 
philosophical inquiry. I am interested in the obviation that occurs when elements of my work are given 
focus; the illusion of clarity emerges even though much is left unquestioned. My paintings are windows 
set against unknown places that reference memory, its access, and its denial. No matter the order in which 
these elements are displayed, aspects of each layer—be it a wash, a gesture, a fractured script, or a spray
—are aligned, activating the space between each surface.  The paintings are designed such that each may 
stand as an autonomous work, but there are unique ideas that emerge only through their interaction. As 
Gestalt, each painting is a fraction of a greater whole. 
Situated in the middle of the installation, sixty 6”x9” sheets of mirror interrogate the surface of 
meaning. Suspended in mercurous layers are transfers from my reading of two chapters on consciousness 
from Jaegwon Kim’s Philosophy of Mind (2006). The content from each chapter has been removed, 
leaving only my marginalia as the evidence of an investigation.  Rhetorical questions, comments, 
underlines and asterisk are suspended in a reflexive loop of material that annotates the viewers reflection 
and the exhibition as a whole. Moving through space, each page reflects and refracts new information 
while capturing the same information from new perspectives. Each surface stands as a secondary signifier. 
My works are not themselves knowledge, but they indicate that knowledge exists. Searching for insight 
on the margins becomes a search for the self, while questions of what lies beyond become questions of 
the content within.
Working on each series with each set of processes of investigation, I am often seduced into 
believing I am on the brink of solving some great mystery or gaining access to some inconceivable realm. 
No matter how logical or well-grounded it is in current theories of science and philosophy each process is, 
however, they inevitably fail to produce an elegant solution. Eventually, the search for understanding 
envelops itself and returns to its source, forcing me to reexamine my self in the presence of vast 
mysteries. In finding no tangible results, I am faced with an ever-growing cohort of questions provoked 
by deep emotions and a humbling barrage of information that is constantly rearranging my perception of 
the real. Each new cognitive reordering helps me navigate the conditions of existence and helps me face 
the limits of my capacity to understand. It causes me to reconsider my placement in space and time, as an 
individual with personal experience, but part of an ever expanding lineage of immense complexity 
complexity. It underscores the frailty of my agency in the midst of the unknown, while compelling me to 
keep seeking questions.  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